Guide to the Omiya Kenpo Ground
[Address]
113-1 Futatsumiya, Nishi-ku, Saitama, Saitama Prefecture 331-0065
Tel.: 048-623-2186; fax: 048-622-9996

[Access]
By bus from JR Omiya Station (Go to the Seibu Bus website for timetables.)
To the Ground: Board the Seibu Bus from Bus Stop 1 at the Omiya Station west exit
(approximately 20 minutes).
Board a bus for <LaLaport Fujimi> or <Mamiya Danchi> and get off at the Undojomae stop.
* Note that only buses marked “ら” or “馬” on the timetable go to the Undojomae stop.
Board a bus for <Futatsumiya>, get off at the Futatsumiya stop (last stop), and walk for five minutes to the Ground.

From the Ground: Board the Seibu Bus from the Futatsumiya or Undojomae stop.
From Futatsumiya, board a bus for <Omiya Station West Exit> and get off at the Omiya Station West Exit stop (last stop).
* Buses make frequent stops here. This stop is located near the Clubhouse.
From Undojomae, board a bus for <Omiya Station West Exit> and get off at the Omiya Station West Exit stop (last stop).
* Buses make relatively infrequent stops here. This stop is located near the Ground.

By car
Turn in the Tokorozawa direction at the Mihashi intersection on the Shin-Omiya Bypass of National Hwy. 17.
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[Reception location on the day of use]
On the day of use, present your Use Ticket and original health insurance card at the following reception location.
Relatives of insured persons and former insured persons using the facility on weekdays unaccompanied by the Society’s
insured persons must present their Use Tickets and IDs.

Reception location Ⓐ
Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays in the season from early March through the end of December:
Ground on-site office (Zone 19: corner of Sannobori)
Tel. 048-625-4209 (phone answered only during the time of year indicated above)

Reception location Ⓑ
Weekdays, and Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays during the off-season period from January through early March:
Clubhouse (Omiya Kenpo Ground office)
Tel. 048-623-2186

[Ground map]
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